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We study 3 approaches to
mode classification in
medieval plainchant
using 20.000 melodies
from the Cantus database.

Note: Most of this work has
also been presented in this
form at the International
Society for Music Information
Retrieval Conference 2020.

1. Modes
To determine the mode of a chant:
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Plainchant uses
8 modes, grouped
in 4 pairs.
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Modes in a pair use the
same final note, but
have a different range.
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Authentic modes move
mostly above the final,
Plagal modes descend
further and move
around the final.
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2. Overview
A Melodic transcriptions in Cantus

The Cantus database
contains over 60,000
transcribed melodies,
with mode annotations.
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We use two genres:
7,000 responsories and
13,000 antiphons.
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We study 3 approaches
to mode classification.
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The distributional
approach represents
chants as vectors of
weighted motif
frequencies.
We compare different
motifs or units:
natural units group
notes that form neumes,
syllables or words.
Baselines include
n-grams.
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We compare pitch,
intervalic and contour
representations.

Intervals in semitones up or down; and contour up ⌃, down ⌄.
Omitted interval or contour to previous unit: .

We use the tf–idf
weighting from textual
information retrieval.
It corrects overly
common terms (units)
in favour of more
specific terms,
frequent in fewer
documents (chants).

G tf–idf vectors
tf–idf describes the importance of a term for a document.
plus some
fraction of
documents

documents = chants; terms = melodic units

3. Features
A Classical features
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Modes are clearly
distinguished by both
the classical features
and the pitch profiles.
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The distributional
approach aims to
capture the melodic
aspect of mode, even
without pitches.
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And as we move to
interval or contour
representations, the
modes are less clearly
distinguished.
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Shown are PCA
embeddings of
the chant vectors,
coloured by mode.
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4. Results
A Classical approach
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Results. All three approaches work well. Importantly, natural units
perform better than n-gram baselines, and perform well even
without pitch information.

5. Idea: modes as modes
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• Could musical modes correspond to statistical modes:
clusters in the space of melodies?
• Are musical modes statistically learned structures?
• Is cultural change reorganizing the melody space?

Code: github.com/bacor/ISMIR2020
CantusCorpus: github.com/bacor/CantusCorpus
Chant21 Python package: github.com/bacor/chant21
Volpiano & gabc in music21; see our DLfM paper.

Details for final figure: Shown are t-SNE embeddings of the
chant vectors, coloured by mode. Before computing the t-SNE
embeddings, the tf–idf vectors were projected on the axes along
which the classifier separates each mode from the rest. The plot
thus shows that there is a projection after which musical modes
appear to largely coincide with statistical modes.
Manuscript shown in the header and the overview:
Köln, Erzbischöfliche Diözesan- und Dombibliothek, 1161, fol. 091r.

